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ROADMAP

Free Mint to grow community

Establish social media presense

Recruit Moderators

Build ApeAbu NFT smart contract

Public-sale

List on Opensea

Phase 2: Build the Utilities - Q3 2022

Build ABUZ token smart contract

Establish yield ratio and launch process.

Presale ABUZ token

Laucnh secondary NFT Traits of AbuVerse game

List ABUZ token on DEXes

ApeAbu NFT holders to claim their ABUZ tokens

List ABUZ token on 1 major CEX

Phase 1 : Build the community - Q2 - 2022

Phase 3: Build the Metaverse - Q4 2022

Build Mobile App wallet for ABUZ token

Build Mobile App social gaming features for ApeAbu  NFT

Establish foundation technical works for Oculus VR platfrom.

INTRODUCTION 

            

                peAbu NFT is a collection of 2323 ape-styled portraits created by 30 

artists across the globe, built on Ethereum. Operating under the Abuverse 

game, the team will launch the NFTs in April-May 2022 while the holders can 

participate in the presale with the direct mint option. 

This collection comes with 10+ traits with different powers to help in-game play 

and also improve the rarity of collections. Holders also yield $ABUZ token. 

ApeAbu NFT is Interestingly chapter 1 of 3 Chapters of the Abuverse Princes 

hunt game. 

Each chapter significantly involves the participation collections and aims to 

build a full-scale Metaverse P2E Adventure gaming experience.$ABUZ is the 

A



network currency of Abuverse with smartly designed tokenomics and 

distribution to build a high yielding token economy. 

ApeAbu NFTs will be distributed on direct mint presale and the holder will also 

earn free $ABUZ. This is also Chapter 1 to achieve the Abuverse. The Chaprtet 2 

will be followed by distribution of $ABUZ and Chapter 3 will be the Abuverse 

Game live for public use and privileged usecased for ApeAbu NFT holders.

At first place, ApeAbu team will 

focus on building a strong 

community of users who share the 

same vision of the project. We are 

envisioned to make NFT understood 

and accessible for all. 

Free Mint 

ApeAbu will offer free mint of 90 

NFTs for youtubers, popular creators 

and promoters. The giveaway will 

also include referral benefits and 

random rewards.  The winners will 

be able to mint the ApeAbu  NFT 

with 0 ETH + gas fee. 

Public Sale 

 The team has decided to sell 

off remaining 2233 NFT’s all on 

public sale, minted directl on 

BUILD COMMUNITY

OpenSea . The holders will find the 

elements directl stored in the 

OpenSea wallet and will also be 

eligible to enter the game, have full 

commercial rights, win ABUZ tokens 

and eligible to claim secondary 

traits. 

Establish Communtiy

The ultimate goal of the process of 

free mint and paid mint is to build 

the community of ApeAbu NFT 

holders with a strong altitude to 

work on game and keep the project 

standards growing. 

. 

CHAPTER 1

BUILD UTILITIES 

CHAPTER 2

Utilities add value to the art and so 

we will attach the ABUZ token 

economy to the collections which 

als subjects to other utilities too. 

ABUZ token 

ABUZ is the network currency of 

whole AbuVerse ecosystem, it can 

be used to do all the interaction 

within the network. This can also be 

used to buy future drops, merchs or 

pay an artist some tip. 

Yield ABUZ token 

The Holders of ApeAbu NFT will be 

eligible to receive ABUZ yield from 

the beginning , the same will be 

actively sent to wallets post the 

launch. 

This is a NFT utility breakthrough 

combining the benefits of both Non-

fungible Token and Fungible Token 

to reward the ApeAbu NFT holder. 

AbuSwap 

The first advanced DEX with NFT 

focus combining Defi + NFT in 1 

platform providing liquidity not only 
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for ABUZ token but also all other blue chip tokens on , an Ethereum EVM L2 

blockchain that is high-throughput, scalable, and future-safe platform, with low 

transaction costs for the users.

Features:

             A simple and intuitive UI

             High speed decentralized trading with low fees

             Ability to swap and provide liquidity any ERC20 tokens

             Liquidity providers incentivized for farming and staking in governance                           

             token ABUZ tokens.

             NFT auto staking.

             NFT lending and leverage (planned)

             ABUZ BUILD program to bootstrap and help launch NFT project ideas              

             from ApeAbuNFT community members (planned)

BUILD THE METAVERSE :  
ABUVERSE

CHAPTER 3

Ultimately, we want to build the AbuVerse Game : A Metaverse game that 

involves the use of both primary and secondat NFT traits of ApeAbu. It is a 

princess hunt adventure game that destines to hunt the princess by passing 

various levels. 

The Abu monkey will be the character being held by holders and the game will 

allow to loot other treasures, occupy lands, find the Lamp which will pop out 

genie NFT character (1 Unique minting). 

Oculus VR Platform

One of the technology that can make this happen is the Oculus VR Platform 

which is the foundation of Facebook Metaverse big bet. In Facebook Metaverse 

CPO’s words:

“We’re also exploring new types of ownership models and entitlement to 

ensure people feel confident that they actually own something. This will make 

it easier for people to sell limited edition digital objects like NFTs, displays them 

in their digital spaces and even resell them to the next person securedly.”

Holders can use their ApeAbu NFT as a key to enter the AbuVerse in Oculus VR 

World. You can be anyone you want to be behind the ApeAbu NFT persona 

avartar once enter the Metaverse.

Relationship can be formed in the VR world and you can even get married, 

breed baby to have another baby ApeAbu NFT. You can go shopping with 

ApeAbu besties & paying for clothes using ABUZ. 

You can ask for helps with levels or work assignments where other ApeAbu 

NFTs are willing to help or motivated to be hired and paid by ABUZ tokens. All 

activities are of courses permanently recorded on the blockchain.

WEB & MOBILE APP

 While we wait for the VR technology and the next computing platform to 

mature and support NFT, we plan to initially build Abuverse- Metaverse with 

today technology, that is on web3 & mobile OS. 

The plan is to build a mobile application on iOS and Android to seamlessly 

integrate with ApeAbu NFT and host as a wallet for Mutant Coins. The app 

could allow you to spend ABUZ tokens at merchant who accepts ABUZ tokens 

just like Apple Pay. 

The app would also have social gaming features enabling ApeAbu NFT owners 

to join an online multi player game quest for raiding or solving a puzzle while 

chatting with your ApeAbu NFT avatar.
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